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MUSICAL CHAIRS 
AT ‘THE VIEW’
One cohost is in, while another is out

The View’s revolving host door kept spinning 
last week. 

On Tuesday, executive producer Bill Wolff 
told staff that Rosie Perez was leaving the 
ABC talker at the end of the current season. 
Perez, who is currently starring on Broadway, 
said she was exiting to pursue acting full time.

A day later news broke that comedian 
Michelle   Collins will join the show as a 
regular  cohost next season. —Jessika Walsten

Comedian Michelle Collins (left) will join 
the cast of ABC’s The View following 

the departure  of Rosie Perez.

STATOF
THEWEEK

28 Percent of 
TV viewing done via 

streaming according to 
a GfK MRI study.

SUBWAY SAYS GOODBYE 
TO FOGLE AMID SCANDAL
JARED FOGLE has been a familiar face in 
Subway ads for years. But even before news 
broke last week that he was embroiled in a 
child pornography investigation, it seems the 
sandwich giant was already looking at other  
ways to promote the brand. B&C breaks 
down the ads the company has aired so far 
this year and how many featured Fogle.

Fogle

“People tell 
you the show is 

popular overseas, 
I didn’t realize it was 

to this scale.’ - Peter 
Capaldi. #DoctorWho #SDCC” 

@DoctorWho_BBCA, the offi cial Twitter account 
for Doctor Who on BBC America, tweeted 
July 9 during the show’s panel at San Diego 
Comic-Con. Capaldi plays the twelfth doctor 
in the popular franchise.

Capaldi

THEY SAID IT!
“We are a soccer 
nation. Go out and 
be a fan, watch 
a game on TV.”

—MLS commissioner Don Garber to 
the crowd of thousands in New 
York on July 10 celebrating the U.S. 
women’s soccer team’s FIFA World 
Cup championship.

SUBWAY ADS BY THE NUMBERS:
40 total this year, 3 with Fogle

49,023 total national airings, 2,627 with Fogle

$227.2 million spent

$15.4 million supported Fogle ads

For more about the ads Fogle did appear in, 
go to broadcastingcable.com/July13

Data provided by

ESPN: THE WORLDWIDE BLEEDER?
Sports colossus drops Olbermann as talent churns, sub losses spur talk of cuts

ESPN, THE POWERHOUSE that accounts for 25% of the 
operating  profi ts of the Walt Disney Co., has built up a 
’27-Yankees  kind of lead over competitors through the 
years. Ratings-wise, it still fl exes plenty of muscle even in a 
marketplace  of diminishing  expectations.

Last week, though, brought reports of vulnerability and 
cost-cuts at the self-proclaimed Worldwide Leader in Sports.

The company said July 8 that it wouldn’t be renewing out-
spoken anchor Keith Olbermann’s contract, which is set to end 
July 31. The move follows the departure in May of multiplatform star Bill Simmons. 

Then came a Wall Street Journal story on July 10, in which anonymous sources 
said cost cuts were taking hold at ESPN, which has lost 3.2 million subscribers in the 
past year and faces escalating programming costs. Contacted by B&C, a network rep 
reiterated  a statement published in TheStreet.com the week before, asserting that 
ESPN would continue making “smart, strategic investments and constantly innovating .”

Olbermann’s exit wasn’t a complete shock given the low ratings of his show and 
his many comings and goings since a long stint at ESPN in the 1990s. But the larger 
question  for ESPN goes far beyond talent salaries; it’s about the cable ecosystem it has 
helped defi ne. Disney chief Bob Iger believes the “new world order” of tech driving TV, 
as he put it on the company’s last earnings call, is “going to be very benefi cial to this 
company.” —Dade Hayes and Jonathan Kuperberg

Olbermann
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